
BRITISH CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM ROTS WITH DISCRIMINATION

FROM THE INSIDE

, Black or Black British men and women accounted for 13 percent of the. 1 Dr Keir racism and racial discrimination
operating within the criminal justice system by placing the . to the recent public order riots in (Ariza, ).

Share this. Indeed, in the last financial year nine members of staff were sacked or disciplined for racist
behaviour. Can we create fair educational, medical and employment systems? The problem, is that it can only
be detected when we carry out highly empirical and large scale studies â€” it is almost impossible to detect in
our day-to-day lives without such studies. Some things were better. Of course, most people of colour were
aware of the danger. Alex Vitale, a US commentator has been covering some of the policy proposals emerging
from recent police killings in the USA. Poor whites and people of other ethnicity are also subjected to this
system of social control. As Professor Alexander says "Nothing short of a major social movement can
dismantle this new caste system. A history rich with exploitation and the enslavement of people across the
globe â€” without which this country's wealth, health and relative economic success would not have been
possible. The New York Times reported in that the US has five percent of the world's population but a quarter
of the world's prisoners, over 2. Current statistics suggest that black people are actually 12 times more likely to
be stopped in London. How can people reading this get involved in positive actions in the UK? The UK also
has its own Michael Browns. Do you have a call to action? Over the centuries, race and racism became
embedded in academic discourses, government policy and popular culture â€” today, it informs every
institution in both Britain, and its former colonies. And the catastrophic loss of confidence in the police that
was well documented in the Lawrence inquiry after years of neglect of, and often overt hostility towards, the
black community, lies behind the cycle of violence that is currently manifest in the persistence of knife crime
in British cities. But we won't stop this by pretending it isn't young black kids doing it. Official interventions[
edit ] The UK did have an ad-hoc asylum policy for cases of religious persecution but it was curtailed during
the First World War by both the Alien Restriction Act and the British Nationality and Status of Aliens Act  I'm
interested in exploring further community led ways to deal with harm and violence. As a result, people caught
up in the system, as the American Bar Association points out, plead guilty even when innocent. Matt Ford has
revisited and updated the data, publishing a series of online articles from the Centre's website. Institutional
racism is a very abstract term. PA Archive The Lawrence inquiry made recommendations that changed the
definition of a racist attack and led to fundamental improvements in homicide investigations. It responds to
and is driven by outside factors. Historical roots This is a contemporary problem that also has a historical
context. The report says the deferred prosecution scheme should be offered regardless of race to all those
facing charges who meet the criteria, namely that they are not hardened offenders. The IRR tries to understand
why. Lammy supports a system used in Massachusetts where offenders who can demonstrate they have
reformed and are no longer a threat can petition to have their criminal records expunged so that they do not
need to disclose them on job applications. Because of globalization, he argues in his book Forced Passages,
there is an excess of people in the US and elsewhere. The criminal justice system, from start to finish, is
seriously racist. The question is - are these facts the mistakes of an otherwise good system, or are they
evidence that the racist criminal justice system is working exactly as intended? And it did accelerate the move
towards an acceptance of diversity at all levels of British society. Shortly after the report was published,
Richard Garside of the Centre for Crime and Justice Studies asked quite legitimately during a Spectator
podcast debate on BAME disproportionality within the CJS why, when there was no evidence that black
people are more criminal than white, they are far more likely to be criminalised. Although various
anti-discrimination laws do exist, according to some sources, most employers in the UK remain institutionally
racist including public bodies such as the police [64] and the legal professions. SATS results are blind marked,
meaning the examiner does not know the racialised identity of the student, whereas teacher assessments are
not.


